
BackgroundBackground Charcoal-burning, a newCharcoal-burning, a new

suicidemethod, emerged in Hong Kongsuicidemethod, emerged in Hong Kong

duringthelatesteconomicrecession.With-duringthelatesteconomicrecession.With-

in 2months charcoal-burninghadbecomein 2months charcoal-burninghadbecome

the thirdmostcommon suicidemethod.the thirdmostcommon suicidemethod.

AimsAims To examine the characteristics ofTo examine the characteristics of

suicidesbycharcoal-burning, and tosuicidesbycharcoal-burning, and to

delineate thepathwayslinkingmacro-leveldelineatethepathwayslinkingmacro-level

economic and social changeswiththeeconomic and social changeswiththe

subjective experiences ofthose survivingasubjective experiences ofthose survivinga

charcoal-burning suicide attempt.charcoal-burning suicide attempt.

MethodMethod Both quantitative andBoth quantitative and

qualitativemethodswere used.Inthequalitativemethodswere used.In the

coroner’srecords study, the first160 casescoroner’srecords study, the first160 cases

of suicide bycharcoal-burningwereof suicide bycharcoal-burningwere

comparedwith a controlgroup.In thecomparedwith a controlgroup.Inthe

ethnographic enquiry, we interviewed 25ethnographic enquiry, we interviewed 25

consecutive informantswho had survivedconsecutive informantswho had survived

serious suicide attemptusingcharcoal-serious suicide attemptusingcharcoal-

burning.burning.

ResultsResults Peoplewho completed suicidePeoplewho completed suicide

by the charcoal-burningmethodwereby the charcoal-burningmethodwere

more likely to have been economicallymore likely to have been economically

active andphysicallyhealthy, andwere lessactive andphysicallyhealthy, andwere less

likely to havehadpre-existingmentallikely to have hadpre-existingmental

illness.Charcoal-burning suicidewasillness.Charcoal-burning suicidewas

associatedwith overindebtedness.Mediaassociatedwith overindebtedness.Media

reportswere pivotal in linkingreportswere pivotal in linking

overindebtedness and financial troublesoverindebtedness and financial troubles

with charcoal-burning.with charcoal-burning.

ConclusionsConclusions The political economyofThe political economyof

suicide bycharcoal-burning illustratedsuicide bycharcoal-burning illustrated

howhistorical, socio-economic andhowhistorical, socio-economic and

cultural forces shapedthelivedexperiencecultural forces shapedthelivedexperience

that preceded suicide.that preceded suicide.
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Hong Kong witnessed a rising tide ofHong Kong witnessed a rising tide of

suicides in the period following the tran-suicides in the period following the tran-

sition from British rule in 1997. Thesition from British rule in 1997. The

population suicide rate rose from 13.3 perpopulation suicide rate rose from 13.3 per

100 000 in 1998 to 15.1 per 100 000 in100 000 in 1998 to 15.1 per 100 000 in

2001 (Yip2001 (Yip et alet al, 2003). By 2003 the suicide, 2003). By 2003 the suicide

rate had continuously increased to 16.4 perrate had continuously increased to 16.4 per

100 000, its historic high. The surge in sui-100 000, its historic high. The surge in sui-

cide rate was more prevalent among thecide rate was more prevalent among the

middle-aged group and was paralleled bymiddle-aged group and was paralleled by

the emergence of a new suicide method –the emergence of a new suicide method –

charcoal-burning (Leecharcoal-burning (Lee et alet al, 2002). In, 2002). In

November 1998 a middle-aged womanNovember 1998 a middle-aged woman

killed herself by burning charcoal on a bar-killed herself by burning charcoal on a bar-

becue grill inside her small, sealed bed-becue grill inside her small, sealed bed-

room. This self-invented carbon monoxideroom. This self-invented carbon monoxide

chamber was vividly publicised by the med-chamber was vividly publicised by the med-

ia, and the method quickly became a fash-ia, and the method quickly became a fash-

ionable way to end one’s life (Chung &ionable way to end one’s life (Chung &

Leung, 2001; ChanLeung, 2001; Chan et alet al, 2003). Within 2, 2003). Within 2

months, charcoal-burning had become themonths, charcoal-burning had become the

third most common method of suicide inthird most common method of suicide in

Hong Kong (ChanHong Kong (Chan et alet al, 2003). The upward, 2003). The upward

suicide trend and the charcoal-burningsuicide trend and the charcoal-burning

epidemic closely mirrored the economicepidemic closely mirrored the economic

recession that caught Hong Kong unpre-recession that caught Hong Kong unpre-

pared in 1997. The exact pathways thatpared in 1997. The exact pathways that

articulate between the economic downturnarticulate between the economic downturn

and the lived experience that preceded theand the lived experience that preceded the

suicides, however, were intriguing. Usingsuicides, however, were intriguing. Using

quantitative and qualitative methods in tan-quantitative and qualitative methods in tan-

dem, we examined how the post-transitiondem, we examined how the post-transition

economic and socio-cultural landscapeeconomic and socio-cultural landscape

shaped the new suicide pattern in Hongshaped the new suicide pattern in Hong

Kong.Kong.

METHODMETHOD

DesignDesign

We retrospectively reviewed coroner’s re-We retrospectively reviewed coroner’s re-

cords of 160 cases of suicide by charcoal-cords of 160 cases of suicide by charcoal-

burning and an equal number of age- andburning and an equal number of age- and

gender-matched controls. We also con-gender-matched controls. We also con-

ducted an ethnographic study of theducted an ethnographic study of the

charcoal-burning suicide phenomenon.charcoal-burning suicide phenomenon.

The research methodology was approvedThe research methodology was approved

by the human research ethics committeeby the human research ethics committee

of the Chinese University of Hong Kong.of the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Coroner case record studyCoroner case record study

The first 160 cases of charcoal-burningThe first 160 cases of charcoal-burning

suicide (ICD-10 code E952.1, Worldsuicide (ICD-10 code E952.1, World

Health Organization, 1992) were identifiedHealth Organization, 1992) were identified

from the Coroner’s Court registry and thefrom the Coroner’s Court registry and the

case records examined. Socio-demographic,case records examined. Socio-demographic,

medical and psychiatric data weremedical and psychiatric data were

extracted from the records, in addition toextracted from the records, in addition to

information about the psychosocialinformation about the psychosocial

circumstances that surrounded the suicide;circumstances that surrounded the suicide;

including credit commitment, excessiveincluding credit commitment, excessive

drinking, and gambling behaviour, as welldrinking, and gambling behaviour, as well

as the extent of preparation. Suicidalityas the extent of preparation. Suicidality

was assessed using Part 1 of the Suicidalwas assessed using Part 1 of the Suicidal

Intent ScaleIntent Scale (Beck(Beck et alet al, 1974)., 1974).

To provide control comparison, 160To provide control comparison, 160

cases of suicide by other means, matchedcases of suicide by other means, matched

for age (for age (++5 years) and gender, occurring5 years) and gender, occurring

during the same time span (Novemberduring the same time span (November

1998 to January 2000), were examined1998 to January 2000), were examined

using the same protocol. A single trainedusing the same protocol. A single trained

research assistant was responsible for theresearch assistant was responsible for the

case record review and data collection forcase record review and data collection for

both the cases and controls. The case–both the cases and controls. The case–

control comparison aimed to identify thecontrol comparison aimed to identify the

factors and circumstances that werefactors and circumstances that were

associated with charcoal-burning (associated with charcoal-burning (vis-a-visvis-à-vis

other suicide methods). Based on the pilotother suicide methods). Based on the pilot

study and informed clinical experience,study and informed clinical experience,

we selected 16 putative risk factors forwe selected 16 putative risk factors for

examination (see Table 1).examination (see Table 1).

Since the cases and controls wereSince the cases and controls were

matched for age and gender, we werematched for age and gender, we were

unable to determine age and gender effectsunable to determine age and gender effects

in the case–control comparison. To over-in the case–control comparison. To over-

come this limitation, we examined thecome this limitation, we examined the

population-based suicide data collected bypopulation-based suicide data collected by

the Hong Kong Census Department (Yipthe Hong Kong Census Department (Yip

et alet al, 2003), comparing the age and gender, 2003), comparing the age and gender

of all those who killed themselves by char-of all those who killed themselves by char-

coal-burning in 1999 with those who hadcoal-burning in 1999 with those who had

completed suicide by other means in thecompleted suicide by other means in the

same year.same year.

Statistical analysisStatistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed usingStatistical analyses were performed using

the Statistical Package for the Socialthe Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences, SPSS for Windows version 11.0.Sciences, SPSS for Windows version 11.0.

The characteristics of cases of charcoal-The characteristics of cases of charcoal-

burning suicide were summarised usingburning suicide were summarised using

descriptive statistics. In the univariate ana-descriptive statistics. In the univariate ana-

lysis, McNemar tests were used to examinelysis, McNemar tests were used to examine

for associations between categorical riskfor associations between categorical risk

factors and suicide by charcoal-burning.factors and suicide by charcoal-burning.

For continuous variables, paired-samplesFor continuous variables, paired-samples

tt-tests were used.-tests were used.
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Ethnographic studyEthnographic study

An ethnographic study was conducted toAn ethnographic study was conducted to

complement the case–control study.complement the case–control study.

Ethnography, an anthropological researchEthnography, an anthropological research

method, is the close study of a localmethod, is the close study of a local

world – a village, an urban neighbourhood,world – a village, an urban neighbourhood,

an institution or a network; it privilegesan institution or a network; it privileges

local language, conceptual categories,local language, conceptual categories,

values, meaning and practices (Kleinman,values, meaning and practices (Kleinman,

2000). We began by reviewing the media2000). We began by reviewing the media

reports of charcoal-burning suicides inreports of charcoal-burning suicides in

1998 and early 1999, reflecting on the mes-1998 and early 1999, reflecting on the mes-

sages conveyed in the textual and pictorialsages conveyed in the textual and pictorial

materials. We then searched the internet,materials. We then searched the internet,

professional literature as well as the layprofessional literature as well as the lay

culture, attempting to delineate the originculture, attempting to delineate the origin

and spread of the new method. Next, toand spread of the new method. Next, to

understand the lived experience and theunderstand the lived experience and the

circumstances that preceded suicide by thiscircumstances that preceded suicide by this

method, we conducted in-depth ethno-method, we conducted in-depth ethno-

graphic interviews with people who hadgraphic interviews with people who had

survived serious suicide attempts involvingsurvived serious suicide attempts involving

charcoal-burning. Last, as the enquiriescharcoal-burning. Last, as the enquiries

and analyses unfolded, it became apparentand analyses unfolded, it became apparent

that credit card debts and financial strainthat credit card debts and financial strain

were overrepresented among people whowere overrepresented among people who

had died by this method. To understandhad died by this method. To understand

why there was a culture of overspendingwhy there was a culture of overspending

and over-indebtedness in the peritran-and over-indebtedness in the peritran-

sitional period, we interviewed four keysitional period, we interviewed four key

informants from the lending and bankinginformants from the lending and banking

sectors.sectors.

Ethnographic interviewsEthnographic interviews

We interviewed 25 persons who had sur-We interviewed 25 persons who had sur-

vived a serious attempt to kill themselvesvived a serious attempt to kill themselves

by charcoal-burning. These informantsby charcoal-burning. These informants

were recruited consecutively from three dis-were recruited consecutively from three dis-

trict general hospitals between Decembertrict general hospitals between December

2000 and January 2002. All informants2000 and January 2002. All informants

scored more than 12 on Beck’s Suicidalscored more than 12 on Beck’s Suicidal

Intent ScaleIntent Scale (Beck(Beck et alet al, 1974). They were, 1974). They were

interviewed, with their written informedinterviewed, with their written informed

consent, within 3 weeks of admission. Aconsent, within 3 weeks of admission. A

key relative was also interviewed if bothkey relative was also interviewed if both

the participant and the relative consented.the participant and the relative consented.

The interviews were conducted andThe interviews were conducted and

audiotaped by one of the investigatorsaudiotaped by one of the investigators

(K.P.M.C.), a research psychiatrist who(K.P.M.C.), a research psychiatrist who

had received training in ethnography. Thehad received training in ethnography. The

interviews, guided by a list of topical ques-interviews, guided by a list of topical ques-

tions, followed an iterative process wherebytions, followed an iterative process whereby

questions about topics and sometimes thequestions about topics and sometimes the

topics themselves changed as the formula-topics themselves changed as the formula-

tion of the meaning developed. At the endtion of the meaning developed. At the end

of the interview, the Chinese version ofof the interview, the Chinese version of

the Structured Clinical Interview forthe Structured Clinical Interview for

DSM–III–R (SCID–III–R; SpitzerDSM–III–R (SCID–III–R; Spitzer et alet al,,

1978; American Psychiatric Association,1978; American Psychiatric Association,
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Table1Table1 Socio-demographic, medical and psychiatric profiles of case record study sample: charcoal-burningSocio-demographic, medical and psychiatric profiles of case record study sample: charcoal-burning

suicidesuicide vv other suicideother suicide

Suicide bySuicide by

charcoal-charcoal-

burning (burning (nn=160)=160)

nn (%)(%)

OtherOther

suicidesuicide

((nn=160)=160)

nn (%)(%)22

ww22 d.f.d.f. PP

GenderGender
MaleMale 115 (72)115 (72) 115 (72)115 (72)
FemaleFemale 45 (28)45 (28) 45 (28)45 (28)

Age: yearsAge: years
15^2415^24 6 (4)6 (4) 10 (6)10 (6)
25^3425^34 50 (31)50 (31) 54 (34)54 (34)
35^4435^44 54 (34)54 (34) 41 (26)41 (26)
45^5445^54 35 (22)35 (22) 32 (20)32 (20)
55^6455^64 11 (7)11 (7) 18 (11)18 (11)
446464 4 (3)4 (3) 5 (3)5 (3)

Marital statusMarital status 0.20.2 11 0.6200.620
MarriedMarried 53 (33)53 (33) 57 (36)57 (36)
Single/divorced/widowedSingle/divorced/widowed 107 (67)107 (67) 102 (64)102 (64)

Economic activityEconomic activity 13.313.3 33 0.0040.004
EmployedEmployed 86 (54)86 (54) 53 (34)53 (34)
UnemployedUnemployed 59 (37)59 (37) 82 (52)82 (52)
Economically inactiveEconomically inactive 15 (9)15 (9) 23 (14)23 (14)

Education levelEducation level 44 66 0.6730.673
NoneNone 8 (5)8 (5) 7 (5)7 (5)
PrimaryPrimary 90 (56)90 (56) 86 (57)86 (57)
SecondarySecondary 44 (28)44 (28) 47 (31)47 (31)
TertiaryTertiary 18 (11)18 (11) 11 (7)11 (7)

Type of accommodationType of accommodation 6.86.8 11 0.0090.009
Public housingPublic housing 49 (31)49 (31) 73 (46)73 (46)
Private housingPrivate housing 110 (69)110 (69) 86 (54)86 (54)

EthnicityEthnicity 0.40.4 11 0.5080.508
ChineseChinese 157 (98)157 (98) 153 (96)153 (96)
OtherOther 3 (2)3 (2) 6 (4)6 (4)

ImmigrantImmigrant 1.41.4 11 0.2330.233
YesYes 30 (19)30 (19) 39 (25)39 (25)

Living conditionLiving condition
Living in high-rise buildingLiving in high-rise building 143 (89)143 (89) 152 (96)152 (96) 3.43.4 11 0.0640.064

Psychiatric andmedical historyPsychiatric andmedical history
Past suicide attemptPast suicide attempt 42 (26)42 (26) 44 (28)44 (28) 00 11 0.9020.902
Past psychiatric contactPast psychiatric contact 22 (14)22 (14) 54 (34)54 (34) 14.614.6 11 550.0010.001
Current psychiatric treatmentCurrent psychiatric treatment 10 (6)10 (6) 54 (34)54 (34) 21.821.8 11 550.0010.001
Majormedical illnessMajor medical illness 47 (29)47 (29) 76 (47)76 (47) 8.98.9 11 0.0030.003
Activities of daily living dependentActivities of daily living dependent

on otherson others
9 (6)9 (6) 38 (24)38 (24) 17.417.4 11 550.0010.001

Other psychosocial factorsOther psychosocial factors
Credit commitmentCredit commitment11 107 (67)107 (67) 32 (20)32 (20) 55.555.5 11 550.0010.001
Recurrent gambling behaviourRecurrent gambling behaviour 69 (43)69 (43) 22 (14)22 (14) 30.730.7 11 550.0010.001
Excessive drinkingExcessive drinking 30 (19)30 (19) 18 (11)18 (11) 3.23.2 11 0.0740.074
Drug abuseDrug abuse 21 (13)21 (13) 23 (15)23 (15) 00 11 0.8740.874

Preparations for the actPreparations for the act
Settled financial mattersSettled financial matters 47 (29)47 (29) 12 (8)12 (8) 25.725.7 11 550.0010.001
Settled other personal mattersSettled other personalmatters 56 (35)56 (35) 23 (14)23 (14) 15.315.3 11 550.0010.001
Acquired necessary itemsAcquired necessary items 160 (100)160 (100) 8 (5)8 (5) 150150 11 550.0010.001
Locked roomLocked room 69 (43)69 (43) 10 (6)10 (6) 51.851.8 11 550.0010.001
Suicide noteSuicide note 100 (63)100 (63) 56 (35)56 (35) 19.719.7 11 5500.001.001

1.Credit card lending, personal overdraft, personal loan from high-street bank, borrowing from finance company or1.Credit card lending, personal overdraft, personal loan from high-street bank, borrowing from finance company or
from loan shark.from loan shark.
2. Dataweremissing in some categories.2. Data weremissing in some categories.
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1987) was administered to ascertain psy-1987) was administered to ascertain psy-

chiatric diagnosis. The interviewer waschiatric diagnosis. The interviewer was

masked to the case–control study findings.masked to the case–control study findings.

Data analysisData analysis

All ethnographic interviews were tran-All ethnographic interviews were tran-

scribed into Cantonese for narrativescribed into Cantonese for narrative

analysis. The data were analysed manuallyanalysis. The data were analysed manually

with notes written at the margins of thewith notes written at the margins of the

transcripts. The notes in the marginstranscripts. The notes in the margins

enabled the categorisation of the data intoenabled the categorisation of the data into

similar subject areas in a process knownsimilar subject areas in a process known

as ‘coding’. An inductive process of codingas ‘coding’. An inductive process of coding

the data was employed, and analyticalthe data was employed, and analytical

categories were identified as they emergedcategories were identified as they emerged

from the transcribed data (Hammersley &from the transcribed data (Hammersley &

Atkinson, 1995; Strauss & Corbin, 1998).Atkinson, 1995; Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

Analysis involved the identification ofAnalysis involved the identification of

themes in line with the guiding questions,themes in line with the guiding questions,

along with the new categories that emergedalong with the new categories that emerged

from the data. Coding was done by thefrom the data. Coding was done by the

interviewer (K.P.M.C.), and validatedinterviewer (K.P.M.C.), and validated

independently by another investigatorindependently by another investigator

(D.T.S.L.) who too had received training(D.T.S.L.) who too had received training

in ethnography.in ethnography.

RESULTSRESULTS

Coroner case record studyCoroner case record study

The socio-demographic and clinical charac-The socio-demographic and clinical charac-

teristics of the cases investigated areteristics of the cases investigated are

summarised in Table 1. People who killedsummarised in Table 1. People who killed

themselves by charcoal-burning, comparedthemselves by charcoal-burning, compared

with those who used other methods ofwith those who used other methods of

suicide, were more likely to have beensuicide, were more likely to have been

economically active and living in privateeconomically active and living in private

housing, and were less likely to have hadhousing, and were less likely to have had

a mental illness or a debilitating physicala mental illness or a debilitating physical

condition. People aged 25–54 years werecondition. People aged 25–54 years were

overrepresented among this groupoverrepresented among this group

(Table 2), as were men, and they were more(Table 2), as were men, and they were more

likely to have planned the suicide act inlikely to have planned the suicide act in

advance. Alcohol was consumed by 45%advance. Alcohol was consumed by 45%

before the suicide act, and 9% overdosedbefore the suicide act, and 9% overdosed

themselves with other drugs.themselves with other drugs.

Indebtedness was significantly moreIndebtedness was significantly more

common in the charcoal-burning suicidecommon in the charcoal-burning suicide

group compared with the controls (seegroup compared with the controls (see

Table 1). Credit card debt was the mostTable 1). Credit card debt was the most

common form of credit commitment in thiscommon form of credit commitment in this

group (50%), followed by loans from agroup (50%), followed by loans from a

finance company (36%) and personal loansfinance company (36%) and personal loans

from a high-street bank (30%). Only 23%from a high-street bank (30%). Only 23%

of this group had borrowed from loanof this group had borrowed from loan

sharks. About 42% had had more thansharks. About 42% had had more than

one credit commitment; in addition, halfone credit commitment; in addition, half

(51%)(51%) had borrowed from families and ahad borrowed from families and a

third (31%) from friends. Gamblingthird (31%) from friends. Gambling

behaviour – but not other addictivebehaviour – but not other addictive

disorders – was more common among thisdisorders – was more common among this

group.group.

Ethnographic studyEthnographic study

Origin and spread of the charcoal-burningOrigin and spread of the charcoal-burning
methodmethod

At the time of the study we could only iden-At the time of the study we could only iden-

tify one website that described the methodtify one website that described the method

of charcoal-burning (http://ash.spaink.net/of charcoal-burning (http://ash.spaink.net/

co.html). We did not encounter any otherco.html). We did not encounter any other

descriptions of charcoal-burning suicide indescriptions of charcoal-burning suicide in

the professional and lay materials wethe professional and lay materials we

reviewed, including the famous Japanesereviewed, including the famous Japanese

suicide handbook (Tsurumi, 1993). It issuicide handbook (Tsurumi, 1993). It is

possible that the first person to use thispossible that the first person to use this

method of suicide in Hong Kong inventedmethod of suicide in Hong Kong invented

it herself, by reason of her chemicalit herself, by reason of her chemical

engineering background.engineering background.

We found that the person in the indexWe found that the person in the index

case did not have financial troubles.case did not have financial troubles.

However, in five of the nine subsequentHowever, in five of the nine subsequent

cases, and in many other cases in the ensu-cases, and in many other cases in the ensu-

ing weeks, the individuals were neck-deeping weeks, the individuals were neck-deep

in debt. Thus, charcoal-burning wasin debt. Thus, charcoal-burning was

quickly connected with indebtedness andquickly connected with indebtedness and

financial troubles in the newspaper reports.financial troubles in the newspaper reports.

More importantly, the media vividly andMore importantly, the media vividly and

colourfully described the method: news-colourfully described the method: news-

papers carried pictures of the scene, thepapers carried pictures of the scene, the

paraphernalia and the necessary arrange-paraphernalia and the necessary arrange-

ments. Overall, these reports conveyed anments. Overall, these reports conveyed an

implicit message that charcoal-burning isimplicit message that charcoal-burning is

an easy, painless and effective means ofan easy, painless and effective means of

ending one’s life, especially in the face ofending one’s life, especially in the face of

business failure or insurmountable debtsbusiness failure or insurmountable debts

(Chan(Chan et alet al, 2003). Nearly all the survivors, 2003). Nearly all the survivors

we interviewed reported that they learnt of,we interviewed reported that they learnt of,

and were reminded of, the method from theand were reminded of, the method from the

newspapers (see Appendix). Through news-newspapers (see Appendix). Through news-

paper reports, charcoal-burning has alsopaper reports, charcoal-burning has also

spread to Chinese communities in Macau,spread to Chinese communities in Macau,

southern coastal China and Taiwan (Leesouthern coastal China and Taiwan (Lee

et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

Ethnographic interviewsEthnographic interviews

Twenty-five persons who had survived aTwenty-five persons who had survived a

suicide attempt by charcoal-burning andsuicide attempt by charcoal-burning and

seven of their relatives were interviewed.seven of their relatives were interviewed.

All interviews took place within 3 weeksAll interviews took place within 3 weeks

(mean 10 days) of the failed attempt. The(mean 10 days) of the failed attempt. The

socio-demographic characteristics of thesocio-demographic characteristics of the

survivor informants are summarised insurvivor informants are summarised in

Table 3. About half of the participantsTable 3. About half of the participants

(44%) were admitted to an intensive care(44%) were admitted to an intensive care

unit after the attempt. The mean Beckunit after the attempt. The mean Beck

Suicidal Intent ScaleSuicidal Intent Scale score of all survivorscore of all survivor

informants was 22 (s.d.informants was 22 (s.d.¼3). The socio-3). The socio-

demographic characteristics of thedemographic characteristics of the

informants were similar to those of the firstinformants were similar to those of the first

160 cases of charcoal-burning suicide160 cases of charcoal-burning suicide

(Table 3).(Table 3).

The diagnostic interviews showed thatThe diagnostic interviews showed that

a third of these survivors (a third of these survivors (nn¼8) had a major8) had a major

depressive disorder, five had an adjustmentdepressive disorder, five had an adjustment

disorder with depressed mood, and fivedisorder with depressed mood, and five

reported pathological gambling. Other psy-reported pathological gambling. Other psy-

chiatric diagnoses included schizoaffectivechiatric diagnoses included schizoaffective

disorder, alcohol misuse and heroin misusedisorder, alcohol misuse and heroin misuse

(one case each). Among the informants(one case each). Among the informants

with major depressive disorder, two hadwith major depressive disorder, two had

comorbid pathological gambling and onecomorbid pathological gambling and one

misused alcohol. Seven informants had nomisused alcohol. Seven informants had no

psychiatric diagnosis.psychiatric diagnosis.

The ethnographic account helped usThe ethnographic account helped us

understand the evolution of an indebted-understand the evolution of an indebted-

ness culture in post-transition Hong Kong.ness culture in post-transition Hong Kong.

Before the handover, Hong Kong hadBefore the handover, Hong Kong had

experienced a decade-long economic boom:experienced a decade-long economic boom:

during this period the property market roseduring this period the property market rose

by over 600% (Woodroffe, 1997; Pang,by over 600% (Woodroffe, 1997; Pang,

6 96 9

Table 2Table 2 Age and gender distribution: charcoal-burningAge and gender distribution: charcoal-burning vv. non-charcoal burning suicide, Hong Kong,1999. non-charcoal burning suicide, Hong Kong,1999

(Yip(Yip et alet al, 2003), 2003)

Charcoal-burningCharcoal-burning

suicidesuicide

(n(n=145)=145)

nn (%)(%)

Non-charcoal-Non-charcoal-

burning suicideburning suicide

(n(n=714)=714)

nn (%)(%)

ww22 d.f.d.f. PP

Age, yearsAge, years 57.8357.83 33 550.0010.001

551515 0 (0)0 (0) 10 (1)10 (1)

15^2415^24 6 (4)6 (4) 49 (7)49 (7)

25^5425^54 124 (86)124 (86) 369 (52)369 (52)

445555 15 (10)15 (10) 286 (40)286 (40)

GenderGender 7.507.50 11 0.0060.006

MaleMale 106 (73)106 (73) 436 (61)436 (61)

FemaleFemale 39 (27)39 (27) 278 (39)278 (39)
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1999) and the stock market by over 400%1999) and the stock market by over 400%

(Hong Kong Stock Exchange, 1999).(Hong Kong Stock Exchange, 1999).

Fuelled by a sense of inflated wealth, aFuelled by a sense of inflated wealth, a

segment of the population overspent bysegment of the population overspent by

shopshopping impulsively, investing specula-ping impulsively, investing specula-

tively or gambling precariously (seetively or gambling precariously (see

Appendix).Appendix).

Such ‘irrational exuberance’ was notSuch ‘irrational exuberance’ was not

sustainable after the post-1997 economicsustainable after the post-1997 economic

downturn, during which unemploymentdownturn, during which unemployment

eventually reached a historic high of 8.3%eventually reached a historic high of 8.3%

in 2003. In 1997, however, few were ablein 2003. In 1997, however, few were able

to foresee that the recession would lastto foresee that the recession would last

more than a few years, and that the prop-more than a few years, and that the prop-

erty and stock markets would eventuallyerty and stock markets would eventually

plummet by more than 50%. Hence, manyplummet by more than 50%. Hence, many

Hong Kong residents initially maintainedHong Kong residents initially maintained

their spending pattern and continued totheir spending pattern and continued to

take on credit. Some compensated fortake on credit. Some compensated for

salary reductions, inadequate employmentsalary reductions, inadequate employment

or even transient unemployment by bor-or even transient unemployment by bor-

rowing through personal loans and creditrowing through personal loans and credit

cards.cards.

Many informants we interviewed wereMany informants we interviewed were

initially unaware of the high interest rateinitially unaware of the high interest rate

charged for credit-card debt. Even worse,charged for credit-card debt. Even worse,

as the debts snowballed at an interest rateas the debts snowballed at an interest rate

of around 30% and the larger economicof around 30% and the larger economic

climate did not improve, many applied forclimate did not improve, many applied for

additional cards to cover their growingadditional cards to cover their growing

debt. At that time, it was easy for peopledebt. At that time, it was easy for people

to be granted a number of credit cards fromto be granted a number of credit cards from

different banks and lenders (see Appendix);different banks and lenders (see Appendix);

our informants in this study each had anour informants in this study each had an

average of four credit cards. The most ex-average of four credit cards. The most ex-

treme case was that of a man who had 15treme case was that of a man who had 15

credit cards and a credit limit of 400 000credit cards and a credit limit of 400 000

Hong Kong dollars (approximatelyHong Kong dollars (approximately

£28 000), 33 times his monthly income.£28 000), 33 times his monthly income.

From a population perspective, the re-From a population perspective, the re-

financing crisis reached its climax in thefinancing crisis reached its climax in the

first quarter of 2002 when the rolloverfirst quarter of 2002 when the rollover

amount of all credit card lending amountedamount of all credit card lending amounted

to HKD 15 819 (about £1130) per house-to HKD 15 819 (about £1130) per house-

hold, about 85% of the median householdhold, about 85% of the median household

income (Hong Kong Monetary Authority,income (Hong Kong Monetary Authority,

2003). For most people this re-financing2003). For most people this re-financing

and overindebtedness trajectory would car-and overindebtedness trajectory would car-

ry on until the minimum monthly paymentry on until the minimum monthly payment

of all cards and loans together exceeded theof all cards and loans together exceeded the

household’s disposable income. Alterna-household’s disposable income. Alterna-

tively, the trajectory would come to antively, the trajectory would come to an

end when the debtor became unemployed.end when the debtor became unemployed.

When repayments failed, a record wouldWhen repayments failed, a record would

be filed in the negative credit databank,be filed in the negative credit databank,

and no further card or loan could be ap-and no further card or loan could be ap-

plied for, this ended the re-financing spiral,plied for, this ended the re-financing spiral,

and before long the debt collectors wouldand before long the debt collectors would

be called in. The debtors soon becamebe called in. The debtors soon became

hopeless and suicidal, especially when theyhopeless and suicidal, especially when they

realised that they would not be able to clearrealised that they would not be able to clear

the mountains of debt in the foreseeablethe mountains of debt in the foreseeable

future. The suicidal thoughts eventuallyfuture. The suicidal thoughts eventually

turned into action, often precipitated byturned into action, often precipitated by

relentless harassment from the debt collec-relentless harassment from the debt collec-

tors. Also, Hong Kong financial institutionstors. Also, Hong Kong financial institutions

(including banks and credit companies)(including banks and credit companies)

have the highest interest rates in the worldhave the highest interest rates in the world

(Hong Kong Consumer Council, 2002).(Hong Kong Consumer Council, 2002).

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

It is generally accepted that economicIt is generally accepted that economic

recession is associated with increased ratesrecession is associated with increased rates

of suicide (Platt & Hawton, 2000). Fewof suicide (Platt & Hawton, 2000). Few

researchers, however, have examined theresearchers, however, have examined the

pathways and processes that connectpathways and processes that connect

macro-economic changes with the lived ex-macro-economic changes with the lived ex-

perience that surrounds individual suicide.perience that surrounds individual suicide.

In our study we addressed this importantIn our study we addressed this important

gap by showing how historical, socio-gap by showing how historical, socio-

political and economic forces shaped anpolitical and economic forces shaped an

overindebtedness culture in peritransitionaloverindebtedness culture in peritransitional

Hong Kong, and how the bursting of theHong Kong, and how the bursting of the

overlending bubble was linked to suicideoverlending bubble was linked to suicide

by charcoal-burning.by charcoal-burning.

Before the 1997 handover, the chiefBefore the 1997 handover, the chief

worries of many Hong Kong residents hadworries of many Hong Kong residents had

been political unrest or the loss of personalbeen political unrest or the loss of personal

rights and freedom. Carried away by therights and freedom. Carried away by the

political discussion and negotiation, mostpolitical discussion and negotiation, most

people in Hong Kong were unaware ofpeople in Hong Kong were unaware of

the regional economic crisis, which had bythe regional economic crisis, which had by

then undermined most Asian economies.then undermined most Asian economies.

Even when the recession finally hit HongEven when the recession finally hit Hong

Kong in late 1997, many residents were re-Kong in late 1997, many residents were re-

luctant to accept that a decade of prosperityluctant to accept that a decade of prosperity

and affluence had ended. Instead, someand affluence had ended. Instead, some

maintained their careless spending ormaintained their careless spending or

buffered their reduced income by repeatedbuffered their reduced income by repeated

cycles of borrowing. At that time, creditcycles of borrowing. At that time, credit

card and personal loan re-financing wascard and personal loan re-financing was

welcomed by the lenders, who were eagerwelcomed by the lenders, who were eager

to find alternative channels of lending amidto find alternative channels of lending amid

the troubled economy. The lack of a posi-the troubled economy. The lack of a posi-

tive credit database and the extraordinarytive credit database and the extraordinary

profitability of the credit card businessprofitability of the credit card business

catalysed the lending bubble by permittingcatalysed the lending bubble by permitting

the debtors to deny – and the lendersthe debtors to deny – and the lenders

to ignore – their pre-existing creditto ignore – their pre-existing credit

7 070

Table 3Table 3 Socio-demographic characteristics: ethnographic study sampleSocio-demographic characteristics: ethnographic study sample vv. cases of charcoal-burning suicide. cases of charcoal-burning suicide

EthnographicEthnographic

study samplestudy sample

((nn=25)=25)

nn (%)(%)

Charcoal-Charcoal-

burning suicideburning suicide

group (group (nn=160)=160)

nn (%)(%)

ww22 d.f.d.f. PP

GenderGender 2.582.58 11 0.1080.108

MaleMale 14 (56)14 (56) 115 (72)115 (72)

FemaleFemale 11 (44)11 (44) 45 (28)45 (28)

Age, yearsAge, years 0.050.05 22 0.9750.975

15^2415^24 1 (4)1 (4) 6 (4)6 (4)

25^5425^54 22 (88)22 (88) 139 (87)139 (87)

445454 2 (8)2 (8) 15 (9)15 (9)

Marital statusMarital status 4.464.46 33 0.2160.216

MarriedMarried 13 (52)13 (52) 53 (33)53 (33)

SingleSingle 6 (24)6 (24) 67 (42)67 (42)

DivorcedDivorced 5 (20)5 (20) 37 (23)37 (23)

WidowedWidowed 1 (4)1 (4) 3 (2)3 (2)

Economic activityEconomic activity 3.023.02 22 0.2210.221

EmployedEmployed 18 (72)18 (72) 86 (54)86 (54)

UnemployedUnemployed 6 (24)6 (24) 59 (37)59 (37)

Economically inactiveEconomically inactive 1 (4)1 (4) 15 (9)15 (9)

EducationEducation 19.4619.46 33 550.0010.001

NoneNone 1 (4)1 (4) 8 (5)8 (5)

PrimaryPrimary 5 (20)5 (20) 90 (56)90 (56)

SecondarySecondary 18 (72)18 (72) 44 (28)44 (28)

TertiaryTertiary 1 (4)1 (4) 18 (11)18 (11)

In debtIn debt 1.131.13 11 0.2880.288

YesYes 14 (56)14 (56) 107 (67)107 (67)
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commitments. Eventually the over-commitments. Eventually the over-

indebtedness bubble burst. The media in-indebtedness bubble burst. The media in-

advertently drew the desperate debtors toadvertently drew the desperate debtors to

consider charcoal-burning by depicting theconsider charcoal-burning by depicting the

method as an easy and painless way out.method as an easy and painless way out.

Socio-political connotationsSocio-political connotations
of charcoal-burningof charcoal-burning

From a sociological point of vantage, theFrom a sociological point of vantage, the

collective use of charcoal-burning by thosecollective use of charcoal-burning by those

in financial troubles may carry some deeperin financial troubles may carry some deeper

meaning. The charcoal-burning method,meaning. The charcoal-burning method,

by being distinctive and eye-catching,by being distinctive and eye-catching,

served as a means by which the debtorsserved as a means by which the debtors

could turn their private, anomic experiencecould turn their private, anomic experience

of suicide into a public, collective call forof suicide into a public, collective call for

assistance. Imbued in the ritualistic actassistance. Imbued in the ritualistic act

may also be the symbolic protest and resis-may also be the symbolic protest and resis-

tance staged by the debtors, many of whomtance staged by the debtors, many of whom

had carelessly or unknowingly fallen intohad carelessly or unknowingly fallen into

the over-indebtedness trap.the over-indebtedness trap.

Above and beyond these social mean-Above and beyond these social mean-

ings, it is pertinent to ask if the emergenceings, it is pertinent to ask if the emergence

of charcoal-burning suicide in the post-of charcoal-burning suicide in the post-

transition period had any political under-transition period had any political under-

tone. Hong Kong had encounteredtone. Hong Kong had encountered

economic recessions before, but none ofeconomic recessions before, but none of

these recessions was associated with a newthese recessions was associated with a new

suicide method. What is more, many Asiansuicide method. What is more, many Asian

economies also encountered recessioneconomies also encountered recession

around 1997: indeed, South Korea had aaround 1997: indeed, South Korea had a

similar credit card overindebtedness crisissimilar credit card overindebtedness crisis

(Lee, 2002). Yet charcoal-burning appeared(Lee, 2002). Yet charcoal-burning appeared

in no other time or place than post-colonialin no other time or place than post-colonial

Hong Kong. Had the handover and reunifi-Hong Kong. Had the handover and reunifi-

cation rendered the subsequent recessioncation rendered the subsequent recession

any different? Did the positional changeany different? Did the positional change

from subject to citizen render this periodfrom subject to citizen render this period

particularly stress-provoking? Did theparticularly stress-provoking? Did the

sensitivity over press freedom render itsensitivity over press freedom render it

difficult to exert control on the excessivedifficult to exert control on the excessive

reporting of the new suicide method? Thesereporting of the new suicide method? These

enticing questions are beyond the scope ofenticing questions are beyond the scope of

this discussion, but are none the less essen-this discussion, but are none the less essen-

tialtial to a better understanding of theto a better understanding of the

psycho-psycho-politics of suicide.politics of suicide.

Media and cohort effectsMedia and cohort effects

Previous studies have demonstrated that thePrevious studies have demonstrated that the

media have a profound effect on suicidalmedia have a profound effect on suicidal

behaviour (Hawton & Williams, 2002).behaviour (Hawton & Williams, 2002).

Imitation effects, in which newspaperImitation effects, in which newspaper

reports of suicide cases are followed byreports of suicide cases are followed by

the subsequent appearance of similarthe subsequent appearance of similar

suicides, have been examined in Westernsuicides, have been examined in Western

societies (Etzersdorfer & Sonneck, 1998;societies (Etzersdorfer & Sonneck, 1998;

Schmidtke & Schaller, 2000; FeketeSchmidtke & Schaller, 2000; Fekete et alet al,,

2001; Goldney, 2001; Pirkis2001; Goldney, 2001; Pirkis et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

Excessive and dramatic reporting ofExcessive and dramatic reporting of

suicides can prompt vulnerable individualssuicides can prompt vulnerable individuals

to attempt such acts themselves. Theto attempt such acts themselves. The

charcoal-burning epidemic powerfullycharcoal-burning epidemic powerfully

demonstrated how inappropriate anddemonstrated how inappropriate and

excessive reporting can popularise a novelexcessive reporting can popularise a novel

suicide method. Many news reports on thesuicide method. Many news reports on the

charcoal-burning deaths were excessivecharcoal-burning deaths were excessive

and the majority did not comply with theand the majority did not comply with the

guidelines recommended by the Worldguidelines recommended by the World

Health Organization (2000).Health Organization (2000).

Methodological considerationsMethodological considerations

The study had several limitations thatThe study had several limitations that

deserve discussion. First, without psycho-deserve discussion. First, without psycho-

logical autopsy, we were unable tological autopsy, we were unable to

ascertain the psychopathological state ofascertain the psychopathological state of

those who died by suicide. We attemptedthose who died by suicide. We attempted

to minimise this limitation by administeringto minimise this limitation by administering

a diagnostic interview to participants in thea diagnostic interview to participants in the

ethnographic study. Second, the informantsethnographic study. Second, the informants

in the latter study were survivors ratherin the latter study were survivors rather

than victims of suicide attempts. Their de-than victims of suicide attempts. Their de-

mographic characteristics resembled thosemographic characteristics resembled those

of the charcoal-burning suicide group inof the charcoal-burning suicide group in

the case–control study, except that individ-the case–control study, except that individ-

uals with secondary education wereuals with secondary education were

overrepresented in the ethnographic cohort.overrepresented in the ethnographic cohort.

Last, many quantitative researchersLast, many quantitative researchers

may consider that the ethnographic samplemay consider that the ethnographic sample

was rather small. However, it is importantwas rather small. However, it is important

to note that ethnography provides richto note that ethnography provides rich

data. Hence ethnographic research requiresdata. Hence ethnographic research requires

smaller sample sizes than most quantitativesmaller sample sizes than most quantitative

studies. Our sample size was comparable tostudies. Our sample size was comparable to

the average size of conventional ethnogra-the average size of conventional ethnogra-

phies (e.g. see Carrese & Rhode, 1995).phies (e.g. see Carrese & Rhode, 1995).

We were also satisfied that the data collec-We were also satisfied that the data collec-

tion had reached saturation (i.e. no addi-tion had reached saturation (i.e. no addi-

tional themes could be generated from thetional themes could be generated from the

last few informants), a criterion commonlylast few informants), a criterion commonly

used to judge sample adequacy in qualita-used to judge sample adequacy in qualita-

tive research (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).tive research (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

One author (D.T.S.L.) has already de-One author (D.T.S.L.) has already de-

scribed how social theory and ethnographicscribed how social theory and ethnographic

insight can benefit the design and analysisinsight can benefit the design and analysis

of quantiative studies (Leeof quantiative studies (Lee et alet al, 2004)., 2004).

Our multimethod study illustrates a higherOur multimethod study illustrates a higher

level of engagement between qualitativelevel of engagement between qualitative

and quantitative methods. Using the twoand quantitative methods. Using the two

methods in tandem permitted ethnographicmethods in tandem permitted ethnographic

contextualisation of the quantitativecontextualisation of the quantitative

figures, while the case–control study andfigures, while the case–control study and

the hypothesis-testing it entailed lentthe hypothesis-testing it entailed lent

credibility to the ethnographic observa-credibility to the ethnographic observa-

tions. The triangulation of the insightfultions. The triangulation of the insightful

narratives with poignant statistics enhancednarratives with poignant statistics enhanced

our understanding of the political economyour understanding of the political economy

surrounding the phenomenon of charcoal-surrounding the phenomenon of charcoal-

burning.burning.

Implications for Western societiesImplications for Western societies

Although suicide by charcoal-burning is aAlthough suicide by charcoal-burning is a

local phenomenon, we feel that there is a lar-local phenomenon, we feel that there is a lar-

ger message for the global community. Inger message for the global community. In

many parts of the world, overindebtednessmany parts of the world, overindebtedness

is more serious than ever. For instance, inis more serious than ever. For instance, in

the USA consumer credit totalled $1976the USA consumer credit totalled $1976

billions in the third quarter of 2003billions in the third quarter of 2003

(Federal Reserve, 2003). In the UK, the(Federal Reserve, 2003). In the UK, the

growing concern about levels of debt hasgrowing concern about levels of debt has

led to a recent proposal to revise theled to a recent proposal to revise the

Consumer Credit Act; the White PaperConsumer Credit Act; the White Paper

states that about 10% of householdsstates that about 10% of households

reported payment problems with theirreported payment problems with their

unsecured debt (Secretary of State for Tradeunsecured debt (Secretary of State for Trade

and Industry, 2003). Another study by theand Industry, 2003). Another study by the

Department for Work and Pensions in theDepartment for Work and Pensions in the

UK showed that a third of families on lowUK showed that a third of families on low

to moderate incomes were unable to meetto moderate incomes were unable to meet

repayments on at least one bill or creditrepayments on at least one bill or credit

commitment (Kasparovacommitment (Kasparova et alet al, 2001). Over-, 2001). Over-

indebtedness, apart from fuellingindebtedness, apart from fuelling povertypoverty

and social exclusion, has a long-and social exclusion, has a long-neglectedneglected

mental health dimension. In the UK, themental health dimension. In the UK, the

Citizens’ Advice Bureau reported that, atCitizens’ Advice Bureau reported that, at

the time of seeking advice, a quarter of theirthe time of seeking advice, a quarter of their

overindebted clients were already seekingoverindebted clients were already seeking

treatment from their general practitionertreatment from their general practitioner

for stress, depression and anxiety (Citizens’for stress, depression and anxiety (Citizens’

Advice, 2003). Research on the relationshipAdvice, 2003). Research on the relationship

among consumer credit, debt experience,among consumer credit, debt experience,

suicide and other psychopathology issuicide and other psychopathology is

clearly in order. More research is alsoclearly in order. More research is also

needed to work out the best approach toneeded to work out the best approach to

help patients resolve their debt troubles.help patients resolve their debt troubles.
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APPENDIXAPPENDIX

Excerpts from narrative dataExcerpts from narrative data
On popularisation of charcoal-burning:On popularisation of charcoal-burning:

‘Ireada lot aboutcharcoal-burning suicidesinthe‘Ireada lot aboutcharcoal-burning suicidesinthe
newspapers. I thought it would not be painful. Ifnewspapers. I thought it would not be painful. If
youtookhypnotics anddrankalcohol atthe sameyoutookhypnotics anddrankalcohol atthe same
time, it’s like going to sleep.’ (informant17)time, it’s like going to sleep.’ (informant17)

‘I read about this method in the papers. I know‘I read about this method in the papers. I know
it’s easy. Jumping and wrist cutting needs moreit’s easy. Jumping and wrist cutting needs more
courage.’ (informant 2)courage.’ (informant 2)
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On causes of over-indebtedness:On causes of over-indebtedness:

‘We didn’t have much money when we first‘We didn’t have much money when we first
bought the property [down payment borrowedbought the property [down payment borrowed
from mother-in-law], it was about HKDfrom mother-in-law], it was about HKD
500 000 [about »35 700] when we bought it,500 000 [about »35 700] when we bought it,
andwe only had a card loan of tens of thousandsandwe only had a card loan of tens of thousands
then.We thought we could manage. And then itthen.We thought we could manage. And then it
was gambling, we applied for one card afterwas gambling, we applied for one card after
another.When we did not have enough money,another.When we did not have enough money,
we re-financed our mortgage, the flat pricedwe re-financed our mortgage, the flat priced
over HKD1 million [about »71400] during theover HKD1 million [about »71400] during the
peak of the market . . .Now, it became negativepeak of the market . . .Now, it became negative
equity.’ (informant15)equity.’ (informant15)

I had an overdraft for my wedding, that wasI had an overdraft for my wedding, that was
about 5 years ago, I did not have the money toabout 5 years ago, I did not have the money to
hold a wedding. Then, the expenditure washold a wedding. Then, the expenditure was
higher after I got married. . .I did not managehigher after I got married. . .I did not manage
my finance well. . .I also bet on horseracing,my finance well . . .I also bet on horseracing,
bought clothes and had fun. I could bet up to abought clothes and had fun. I could bet up to a
few thousand on a racing day. My wife alsofew thousand on a racing day. My wife also
speculated on the stock . . .I also had to pay forspeculated on the stock . . .I also had to pay for
the car mortgage, over HKD 3000 a monththe car mortgage, over HKD 3000 a month
[about »210] . . .I earned about HKD 15 000[about »210] . . .I earned about HKD 15 000
[about »1100] at that time. I had loans of over[about »1100] at that time. I had loans of over
HKD 200 000 [about »14 300] when I filed forHKD 200 000 [about »14 300] when I filed for
bankruptcy.’ (informant12)bankruptcy.’ (informant12)

‘I had loans of HKD1millionwhen I attempted to‘I had loans of HKD1millionwhen I attempted to
kill myself. It was from the loan companies andkill myself. It was from the loan companies and
some [illegal] sources. I used to have seven tosome [illegal] sources. I used to have seven to
eight credit cards. They were cancelled by theeight credit cards. They were cancelled by the
banks 3 years ago as I failed to make thebanks 3 years ago as I failed to make the
payments. I then repaid the card loans, partlypayments. I then repaid the card loans, partly
covered by other loans . . .There were severalcovered by other loans . . .There were several
reasons for the debt: extravagant spending,reasons for the debt: extravagant spending,
speculationinthe stockmarket andgambling. . .Ispeculationinthe stockmarket andgambling. . .I
like to dress nicely, had good meals . . .I bet onlike to dress nicely, had good meals . . .I bet on
horseracing, sometimes up to HKD 10 000 tohorseracing, sometimes up to HKD 10 000 to
HKD 20 000 [about »710^1400] a racing day.’HKD 20 000 [about »710^1400] a racing day.’
(informant10)(informant10)

‘My last card with HKD 40 000 [about »2900]‘My last card with HKD 40 000 [about »2900]
credit limit was spent at one go. . . over halfcredit limit was spent at one go. . . over half
spent on bags, shoes and clothes, the rest wasspent on bags, shoes and clothes, the rest was
to paymydebt.’ (informant16)to paymydebt.’ (informant16)

On the over-lending bubble:On the over-lending bubble:

‘Itwas always easy.They [card companies] didnot‘Itwas always easy.They [card companies] didnot
check.What I neededwere ID card and addresscheck.What I needed were ID card and address
proof. If you are asked about having any creditproof. If you are asked about having any credit
cards, just tell them ‘‘no’’, they will not check.cards, just tell them ‘‘no’’, they will not check.
Therefore it’s not difficult at all. As an example,Therefore it’s not difficult at all. As an example,
my husband will make his payment today andmy husband will make his payment today and
apply for a fewnewcards the same day.Theywillapply for a fewnewcards the same day.They will
not be aware [of any negative credit history].’not be aware [of any negative credit history].’
(informant15)(informant15)

‘I used to have three cards. I had to produce my‘I used to have three cards. I had to produce my
salary proof for my first cards . . .Six monthssalary proof for my first cards . . .Six months
ago, the fourth card was sent to me . . .It wasago, the fourth card was sent to me . . .It was
from a financial institution affiliated with anfrom a financial institution affiliated with an
insurance company. . .I bought a life insuranceinsurance company. . .I bought a life insurance
plan there [the card company had no idea aboutplan there [the card company had no idea about
the participant’s current employment andthe participant’s current employment and
financial status] . . .This new card brought mefinancial status] . . .This new card brought me
into deep trouble, I almost used it up at oneinto deep trouble, I almost used it up at one
go. . .Later on I found that I could not make upgo. . .Later on I found that I could not make up
for themonthlypayment.’ (informant16)for themonthlypayment.’ (informant16)
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